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PREMIUM LOOK: Sytner
has completed the £1m
redevelopment of its
Mercedes-Benz dealership
in Stockton-on-Tees

What impact will the uncertainty following Brexit
have on the UK dealer property market? APe Property market reviev

John Kirwan

T
he UK commerCial property market has
seen a significant drop In confidence and
Investor demand following the Brexlt
vote. That was the conclusion of the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors

commercial property market survey carned out after
the Referndum on 23 June.

It said both the Investment and occupier sides of
the market had been impacted and rent and capital
value expectations were now in negative terntory.

That's the UK picture. But what does Brexlt mean
for dealer property values? For the past few years the
market has been buoyant, particularly for large, in
demand roadside sites

Alisdalr James, a partner at Rapleys, believes It IS too
early to say how much dealership property will be hit.

"The first indICator will be consumer confidence and
the car sales figures over the next few months and
particularly the September plate-change.

"If the uncertainty caused by Brexlt Impacts
on consumer confidence and car sales decline
significantly then we can expect a knock-on effect in

the property market and for site values. For the time
being however It seems to be business as usual.

"Where dealer groups remain under pressure
from their manufacturer partners to upgrade or

In the short term, we have
not seen a drop-off in
enquiry levels

relocate their facilities they are continuing with their
plans as before A softening In the market could
even present new opportunities for cash-nch dealer

groups, particularly if competition for pnme sites from
alternate uses declines.

"In the short term, we have not seen a drop-
off in enquiry levels for dealership property, and
Brexit's shadow has not deterred a number of recent
corporate transactions, which have completed since
the referendum vote. Others completed pre-June 23,
despite the uncertainty. We expect thiS activity to
continue," he said.

Paul Taylor, a senior director with Bllfinger GVAs

also believes it is too close to call on the Brexit Impact
"LogiC points towards there ultimately being an

adverse knock-on effect arising as a consequence
of the worsening economiC conditions that are likely
to prevail.

"If customers are more reticent to commit to new
car purchases and particularly if list prices were to nse
due In part to the exchange rate deterioration, then
one could anticipate a slowdown In the market

"'n reality, this may have been anticipated in any event
regardless of the outcome of the referendum given the
last four years of sustained headline growth."

He also pointed out that it is diffICult to get
valuation data on much dealer property.

"In reality, relatively little prime dealership property IS
traded on the open market. The bulk of manufacturer

compliant property IS transferred as p,art of business
transactions, and the assoCiated valuations are rarely
published or totally reliable," he said.

Institutional investors
We also asked some of the experts what Impact
Brexit has or will have on institutional Investors and
dealership property? •

In June Automotive Property Consultancy

(APC) identified just over 1.5 million squal

feet of motor retail property which was
available on

the market.

Over 70% of

this was in

the Midlands

and the

North with

the West

Midlands alone providing a quarter of

the total. But demand for property is
lagging behind.

"Requirements, by comparison are well

down on the levels seen over the past tvI

years. Geographically, half the current

requirements have been targeting Greatl

London or the South East, the area that

only represents 12% of the vacancy," sail

Bill Bexson, managing director of APC.

"Typically, the requirements are for
between one and four acres of land wit~

between 10,000 and 20,000 square feet (

premises. Physical presence on main roac
remains the primary conduit to market,"

he said.
Bexson said there was demand for big~

and fewer outlets with extensive parkin!

"This has created a more clearly segmen1

market than before, exacerbated by

continuing market consolidation,

establishing distinctive value brands.

"This places those controlling the best

properties at the apex of the opportunit
curve to secure the best franchises and

generate the best returns."
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At the wider level UK property funds managing
billions of property assets have marked down their
value of the building they own by 5% These were
mostly carned out by funds that are open to retail
Investors who can demand their money back at short

not ceo
Martin Carey, head of Investment at Rapleys said'

"Brexlt has undoubtedly caused something of a
shockwave The motor trade sector IS unlikely to
see the full extent of the referendum result for
some while yet

"While the automotive manufactUring Industry
has been vocal In its concerns, the mood amongst
dealership operators is slightly more nuanced and
thiS is being reflected in an investment market WhiCh
hasn't lost itS appetite.

"For prime assets we anticipate that the market
Will remain stable and we are seeing a degree of
confidence In the sector with dealership Investment
opportunities coming to market With little movement
on asking terms and anticipated realisation figures."

Carey argued that funds were stili In the market for
dealership opportunities which have strong covenants
With long term rental growth prospects.

"Dealerships which have long-term, Index linked
income streams are stili at the top of the shopping

list With early Indications that for the right asset,
transactions are at pre-Brexit levels," he said.

"Dealership property is stili seen as a relatively

safe Investment, With Brexlt not yet, altering the
market fundamentals for occupiers and consumers_

"Dealership networks are continuing to expand
fueling a steady stream of investment opportunities
coming to market. While the Brexlt tremors will
continue to cause uncertainty, the automotive

property market might just be better placed than
most to weather the storm."

Taylor at Bilflnger GVA said it was early days.

"Logically demand Will be thinner, at least In tht
short term, as many of the recent buyers of pnr
real estate In the sector have been the retail fun

"In theory, With fewer buyers for prime stock,
values could cool, although there is an argumer
that the very best investments will hold their val
or even Improve marginally given demand In thE
Wider market is predominantly for long dated Sl

Income," he said, 11m
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making property work for business

For a list of our available properties. deals and publications
please visit www.automotive-property.com
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Contact Ian Bingham on 01227 788088
automotive@caxtons.com

caxtons
Chartered Surveyors

Automotive Property Specialists
across the south east

Showrooms, car parks, petrol filling stations,
workshops and fast-fit
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